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Abstract 
    Quasiparticle relaxation rate, 1pτ − , and the shear viscosity tensor of the −1A phase of superfluid He3  are 
calculated at low temperatures and melting pressure, by using Boltzmann equation approach in momentum 
space. The collision integral is written in terms of inscattering and outscattering collision integrals. The 
interaction between normal and Bogoliubov quasiparticles is considered in calculating transition probabilities 
in the binary, decay and coalescence processes. We obtain that both 1pτ −↑  and 1pτ −↓  are proportional to 2T . The 
shear viscosities xyη , xzη and zzη  are proportional to ( ) 2cT T − .  The constant of proportionality of the shear 
viscosity tensor is in nearly good agreement with the experimental results of Roobol et al., and our exact 
theoretical calculation. 
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   In this paper, we deal with superfluid 3 1He A−  at low temperatures, melting pressure and high magnetic 
field up to 15 T . We assume that magnetic field is sufficiently high so that all quasiparticles with spin up go 
to superfluid state and all quasiparticles with spin down stay in normal state. Also we consider normal-
superfluid interactions that come from the scattering between superfluid quasiparticles in the spin-up 
population, the so-called Bogoliubov quasiparticles and the normal fluid quasiparticles in the spin-down 
population. In a normal Fermi liquid at low temperatures the only important collision process is the binary 
scattering of quasiparticles, but in a superfluid the quasiparticle number is not conserved and other processes 
as well as binary processes can occur. So we take into account these processes such as decay processes in 
which one Bogoliubov quasiparticle decays into three and coalescence processes in which three Bogoliubov 
quasiparticles coalesce to produce one. 
    The interaction term in the Hamiltonian of system is 
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where   i = 1,2,3 and 4, stands for both momentum ( ip
→
) and spin ( )iσ  variables. By using Bogoliubov 
transformation, the quasiparticle creation 
,p
a→ ↑
†  and annihilation 
↑→,p
a  operators may be replaced by the creation 
and annihilation operators 
,P σ
α→† and σα ,→P  in the superfluid. The creation and annihilation operators with spin 
down in H are left intact. Bogoliubov transformation may be written as  
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with 
, ,p p
v v
− ↑↑ ↑↑
= −? ?  and  , ,p pu u− ↑↑ ↑↑=? ? . →pε  and ↑↑→∆ p are the normal-state quasiparticle energy measured with 
respect to the chemical potential and the magnitude of the gap in the direction 
→
p  on the Fermi surface 
respectively [1]. 
p
→↑↑
∆  is equal to ( ) pT θsin∆  , where ( )T∆  is the maximum gap and pθ  is the angle 
between the quasiparticle momentum and gap axis 
∧
?  that suppose to be in the direction of z-axis. Then by 
using Eq.(2) in Eq.(1) we have 
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The transition probabilities for decay process , for example, may be written as   
( ) 213 3 4 2 12 , ,W p p p H pπ↓↑ = ↑ ↑ − ↓ ↓? ? ? ?  (throughout of this paper we put 1BK≡ ≡? ) and  similarly for 
other processes. By using Wick’s theorem after straightforward lengthy calculations we get  
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Also ( )22W ↓↑  is obtained by replacing 1 2↔  and 3 4↔ in ( )22W ↑↓ . sT and tT  are the scattering amplitudes 
for pairs of quasiparticles in singlet and triplet states respectively. By using Pfitzner procedure [2],
It
T  and 
Is
T are given by  
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The coefficients with l  even (odd) belong to the singlet (triplet) part of the quasiparticle scattering amplitude 
(QSA). ( ) 20 FN m p π∗= , )(νlP  and  )(),( xP ban  are the density of states at the Fermi level, the Legendre 
polynomials and the Jacobi polynomials  respectively. Definitions of P  and ν  are ( )2cos 2P θ≡  and 
cosν ≡ ϕ  where θ  is the angle between the momenta of the incoming particles namely 
1
p
??
 and 
2
p
??
, and ϕ  is 
the angle between the planes spanned by the momentum vectors of the incoming particles and the outgoing 
particles. Similar equations for 
IIt
T  and 
IIs
T ( 
IIIt
T  and 
IIIs
T  )  with replacement θ  by IIθ  ( IIIθ  ) and ϕ  by IIϕ  ( 
IIIϕ  )  can be used. IIθ  and IIϕ ( ) and III IIIθ ϕ  are related to θ and ϕ  by the following equations when 
1a = ( )1a = − : 
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At low temperatures, we have sin 0
ip
θ ? ( 1,2,3,4)i = [3], then we may write 0v ?  and 1u ? . It is noted that 
if we apply other approximations for v and u , the temperature dependence does not change, however some 
small changes appear in the numerical coefficients of the transition probabilities  .By substituting the values of 
v and u  in the equations of the transition probabilities’ ( Eq. (4) ), we obtain  
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and the other transition probabilities have nearly a zero value. It is noted that only binary processes are 
dominated at low temperatures, and this is also the case for calculating the thermal diffusion coefficient of the 
 4
A-phase at low temperatures [3]. We note that θ  is small for the superfluid case and its maximum value is 
( )0Tπ ∆  [3] where maximum gap, ( )0∆ , due to strong coupling effects is equal to 1.77 cT . To make clear the 
reason for the smallness of θ , we note the following points. First, at low temperatures, Bogoliubov 
quasiparticle momentum vectors are located around the nodes of energy gap; consequently, these vectors 
make small angles around the gap axis. Second, for Bogoliubov quasiparticles, θ  follows pθ in terms of being 
small. Therefore by using Eqs. (5)-(6), 
Is
T , 
It
T  , 
IIt
T  and 
IIIt
T  in Eq. (7) explicitly are 
( ) ( )2 4 6 2 4 20 2.47 6.61cos 17.69cos 11.2cos 3cos 1 sin 3.86 6.72cos2 2 2 2 2IsN T θ θ θ θ θϕ  = + + − + − −                                  
( ) ( )2 2 4 4 20 sin cos 3.3 2.28cos 5.82cos 0.74sin 5cos 32 2 2 2ItN T θ θ θ θϕ ϕ  = − + − − −      
( ) 2 2 20 4.78 0.54cos 3.05sin
2 2IIt
N T ϕ ϕθ  = − + −     , ( )
2 2 20 4.78 0.54sin 3.05cos
2 2IIIt
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                                                                                                                                                               (8) 
It is noted that in obtaining the above equations we truncate the sum in Eq. (5) for k 3=  at melting pressure. 
     Now we proceed to calculate quasiparticle relaxation rate. In general we may define the relaxation rate as 
[3] 
 ( ) ( ) ( )( )1 1 2 3 41 0 0 01 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 , 2 3 4
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p
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where 0ν  is the equilibrium Fermi distribution function. Here we can think about two kinds of the 
quasiparticle relaxation rates, one for Bogoliubov quasiparticle, 
1
1
pτ − ↑ , and another for normal quasiparticle, 
1
1
pτ − ↓ . For 11pτ − ↑  and 11pτ − ↓ , the function 22W  in Eq. (10) stands for ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )22 221 4 1 2W W↑↑ + ↑↓  and 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )22 221 4 W 1 2 W↓↓ + ↓↑  respectively. Of course, it is noted that ( )22W ↓↓  relates to quasiparticles 
interaction of normal state whereas ( )22W ↑↑  is entirely associated with Bogoliubov quasiparticles. The 
integral of quasiparticle relaxation rate consisting of ( )22W ↑↑ , considering its dependence on θ , gives 
temperature dependence as 2T . The value of integral of ( )22W ↑↓  at low temperatures is constant. Hence 
allow ( )22W ↑↑  to be overlooked in comparison with ( )22W ↑↓  due to the smallness of ( )22W ↑↑ . However, 
this is not the case with ( )22W ↓↓  since the integral consisting of it is constant and as a result integrals 
consisting of ( )22W ↓↓  give different numerical values from those of ( )22W ↓↑ . Accordingly, considering the 
mentioned information about 22W , quasiparticle relaxation rate for the superfluid component will be less than 
that of the normal component.  The above formulae may be written as, for example for 
1p
τ ↓ , 
( ) (1
3
1 2 0 0 0
2 2 3 4 1 2 3 45 2 3 4
( *) sin | | ( ) (1 )(1 )
4 2 cos
2
Itp
m d d d T d d dθτ θ ϕ ϕ ε ε ε δ ε ε ε ε ν ν νθπ
−
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓= + − − − −∫                              
 ( ) 2 0 0 02 3 4 1 2 3 42 3 41 2 | | (1 )(1 ) ( )I Is tT T dE dE d v E Eε ν ν δ ε ε↑ ↑ ↓+ + − − + − −  
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where 0ν  is the equilibrium Fermi distribution function. In order to integrate over energies consist of 
distribution functions in Eq. (11), we replaced ( )δ ε  by ( ) ( )1 2 exp i z dzπ ε∞−∞ −∫ . Then we deal with such an 
integral [4] ( ) ( ) ( )( )31 2 exp sinhi z iT zT dzπ ε π π∞−∞ −∫ that is equal to ( ) /2 2 21 2 ( ) /(1 )TT e επ ε −+ + . 
Integrating over angles in Eq. (11) is trivial, and then we have 
 ( )
3
1
1
/1 2 2 2
12 0.16( ) /(1 )0
T
p
m T e
N
ετ π ε
∗
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3
1
1
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E T
p
m T E e
N
τ π
∗
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↑ + +?                         (12) 
At low temperatures, we have 1 1E Tε? ?  [3], then both
1
1
pτ − ↓ and 11pτ − ↑  are proportional to 2T . 
      Now we are in a position to consider collision integral of Boltzmman equation in the form of 
1
, , ,
in
p p pi Iσ σ σδν τ −′− + [4]. ,p σδν ′  is the deviation of ,p σδν  from local equilibrium, ,locp σδν , and we have 
, , , , ,
loc
p p p p p pEσ σ σ σ σδν δν δν δν ν δ′ ′= − = − . ,p σν ′  is 0, /p pEσν∂ ∂ where 0,p σν is the equilibrium Fermi distribution 
function and linearized distribution function ,p σδν is 0, ,p pσ σν ν− . The first and second terms of collision 
integral are outscattering and inscattering collision integral respectively. The main features of this collision 
integral, such as its anisotropy and its energy and temperature dependences, are contained in the outscattering 
term. This term describes relaxation of the distribution function ,p σδν  with a rate 1,p στ − . Boltzmann equation in 
momentum space subject to an external disturbance of wave vector q for time-independent transport 
phenomena is [5,6] (for simplicity we omit subscript 1 in 
1
p ) 
1
, , , ,
in
p p p p p pq E i Iσ σ σ σδν δν τ −′ ′− ∇ = − +? ?
??                                                                                                          (13)   
 where the group velocity of Bogoliubov quasiparticle, p pE∇ ? ?
?
, is ( )( )p pE p mε ∗ and m ∗  is effective mass 
of 3He . After substituting ,p σδν ′ in left hand side of Eq. (13) by , ,p p pEσ σδν ν δ′− , we have  
( ) 1, , , , ,inp p p p p p p pq E E i Iσ σ σ σ σδν ν δ δν τ −′ ′− ∇ − = − +? ???                                                                                     (14) 
which is valid for both spin-symmetric and spin-antisymmetric distribution functions ,p σδν . In the case of a 
stationary transport situation it is sufficient to approximate ,p σδν on the left hand side of Eq. (14) by the local 
equilibrium distribution in the rest frame of the moving fluid [7] ( ) ( )ex, , t np p p pE E O Vσ σδν ν δ δ′= − + ∇ ⋅                                                                                                  (15) 
where ext npE p Vδ = ⋅  denotes the energy change of a quasiparticle in the normal-fluid velocity field nV .Then 
we have the following inhomogeneous integral equation for ,p σδν ′  
1
, , , ,
M M
O O
p n in
p p p p
p
p q
p V i I
E m σ σ σ σ
ε ν δν τ −∗ ′ ′= − +                                                                                               (16) 
The inscattering collision integral, ,
in
pI σ , at relaxation-time approximation [3,6], is written as 
( ) ( ) ( )2 21 1 1, 2 , , 2 , , 2 , , 2
2
ˆ ˆ ˆinp p p m p p m p p m
m p p
I i Y p Y p Y pσ σ σ σ σ σ σ σλ τ ν δν τ ν τ+ − − ∗ −′ ′ ′ ′
′ ′=−
 ′ ′ ′ ′ ′=   ∑ ∑ ∑                                      (17) 
where ( )ˆlmY p is spherical harmonic function .Also 2σλ+  is defined as 
( )4 22 22 221 3 sin 2 sinW Wσλ θ ϕ+ = −                                                                                                   (18)   
with ( ) ( ) ( )( )4 , cos 2A d Aπ θ ϕ θ≡ Ω∫ .σ  stands for ↑ and ↓ . By introducing function ,p σϕ through 
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 and then after substituting ,p σδν ′ , given by Eq. (19), in Eq. (16) and using Eq. (17) , then we have  
( ) ( )
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Furthermore, we can obtain ,p σϕ  from Eq. (20) as follows. 
( ) ( )
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2
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1 ˆ
m p m
p
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 By substituting ,p σδν ′ , given by Eq. (19), in the following equation of the momentum flux tensor in 
momentum space 
 ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ,
,
1 1 3
j F Fiij p p ij p
p
m E p p p p σ
σ
ε δ δν∗ ′∏ = −∑                                                                           (22) 
and finally comparing Eq. (22) with 
ijlk l k
n
ij i q Vη∏ = − , we can drive shear viscosity tensor of superfluid 
3
1He A− as follows  
( )5 , ,ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆijlk F i j l k p pp m p p p p σ σση ν ϕ∗ ′= − ∑                                                                                           (23) 
where 
F
p  is Fermi momentum. For writing Eq. (23), we have used the fact that at low temperatures all 
momenta lie on the Fermi surface. After substituting ,p σϕ , given by Eq. (21), in Eq. (23), we have 
( ) ( )
( )
5 2 , 2 , 21 2
, , 2122
, , 2
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ
1 ˆ
i j l kF
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p m p m
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p p m
p p Y p p p Y pp
p p p p
m Y p
σ σσ
σ σ
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∗+
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  ′ ′    ′= − +      − ′      
∑ ∑  
                                                                                                                                                                 (24) 
where ( )( ) ( )32 2 ,p pA d d Aπ ε θ ϕ∞−∞≡ Ω∫ ∫  with pd dΩ = Ω , considering the direction of initial 
quasiparticle momentum oriented toward z-axis. In Eq. (24), just ,p σν ′ and 1,p στ − (see Eq. (12)) are functions of 
pε and integrating over pε  is trivial. After considering ˆ sin cosxp θ ϕ= , ˆ sin sinyp θ ϕ= , ˆ coszp θ=  and the 
obtained values of 2σλ+ ( 2 2 0.75λ λ+ +↓ ↑? ? ) and also performing integration over pdΩ , Finally we obtain 
 
( )
4
2 5
2
01 10.02
3
F
xy xz zz
N p
Tm
η η η ∗= = ?                                                                                                      (25) 
where we consider that ↑η  is negligible with respect to ↓η  in total shear viscosity, η( ↓ ↑η = η +η ).It is noted 
that superfluid components do not play a role in obtaining shear viscosity tensor, because the temperature 
dependence of these components are proportional to 4T , 2T and 0T  for the components xyη , xzη  and zzη , 
respectively. For example to obtain temperature dependence of xyη ↑ , by considering smallness of θ , we have 
used the relations 
( ) ( )( )321 2, , 3.33 0p p pd T N mσ σν τ ε∞ − ∗−∞ ′ = −∫  
and  
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( )( ) ( )1.77 2 6 65 2 2
0 0
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ sin cos 0.13 1.77c
x y x y
T T
cp p p p d d d T T
π πθ θ ϕ ϕ ϕ πΩ = =∫ ∫ ∫   . 
By multiplication of these two integrals (and considering the nodes of energy gap), it is seen that the first term 
in the bracket of xyη ↑ in Eq. (24) is proportional to 4T . Also we have used the following relations for the 
calculation of  the second term in the bracket of xyη ↑  
( )( )3 21 2, , 0.99 0p p pc d m N Tσ σν τ ε∞ − ∗−∞ ′≡ = −∫   , , 1p pb dσν ε∞−∞ ′≡ = −∫   , ( )22ˆ ˆ ˆx y pa p p Y p d≡ Ω∫   , 
( ) ( )( ) ( )
22
6 6ˆ ˆ ˆ 0.10 1.77
x y p C
a p p Y p d i T Tπ∗ ∗≡ Ω = −∫  and ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )22 22 6 6ˆ ˆ 0.94 1.77p Cd Y p Y p d T Tπ∗≡ Ω =∫ . 
It is seen that 2 3aa b cd π∗ , which is nonvanishing term 2m =  of the second term in the bracket of xyη ↑ , is 
proportional to 4T . In addition, nonvanishing term 2m = −  is equal to the term 2m = . Therefore  xyη ↑  is 
proportional to 4T . 
 Now we proceed to express Eq. (25) in terms of the shear viscosity at cT , ( )cTη . ( )cTη  is  
( ) ( ) 2 01 5 Fm m vρ τ∗   with 0τ  is a characteristic relaxation time and is given by 34 28 c Nm T Wπ ∗ and density 
of the liquid , ρ  , is  3 23Fmp π  and ( ) ( )2 2 22 8 3 4 cos 130.56 02I IN t sW d T T N
θπ π = Ω +  ∫ ? . Then we 
have the following formulae that is the main result of this paper                                                                                     
( ) ( ) ( )21 3 0.50xy xz zz c cT T Tη η η η−= = ?                                                                                                 (26) 
     In conclusion, for superfluid He3 - 1A , we calculate the transition probabilities for the cases where both the 
normal and Bogoliubov quasiparticles are presented in decay, coalescence and binary processes, beyond s-p 
approximation by using Pfitzner procedure. It is noted that this is the same procedure applied for the results 
near cT  [8]. It is interesting to mention that interaction between superfluid and normal fluid in the calculation 
of the transition probabilities is distinct, whereas the contribution from the interaction between Bogoliubov 
quasiparticles at low temperatures is negligible. As a result, the integral consisting of ( )22W ↑↑  is negligible 
with respect to that of ( )22W ↑↓ . Of course, this can be considered as one of the results of the paper. Also it is 
mentioned that just binary processes are dominated in the calculation of the transition probabilities.  
     Then we calculate quasiparticle relaxation rates at low temperatures and in high magnetic field at melting 
pressure. Our results show that quasiparticle relaxation rates are proportional to 2T  for both normal and 
superfluid components, but there is a slight difference between the two prefactors due to difference of 22W  for 
normal and Bogoliubov quasiparticles. This can be considered as another result of the paper. Our results of 
quasiparticle relaxation rates can be used for calculation of other transport coefficients of superfluid He3 - 1A .  
     In this paper we use Boltzmann equation in momentum space where collision integral in the equation 
contains inscattering and outscattering terms. By using this method and the results of quasiparticle relaxation 
rates, we calculate the components of shear viscosity tensor of superfluid He3 - 1A . We obtain that all of the 
components xyη , xzη and zzη  are proportional to 2T − . In addition, we obtain ( ) ( )20.50xz c cT T Tη η−?   (see 
Eq. (26)). This can be considered as another result of the paper. Our result is in fairly good agreement with the 
experiments of Roobol et al. It should be noted that Roobol et al’s [9] results on the shear viscosity of 
superfluid He3 - 1A  in a static magnetic field up to 15 T  at low temperatures indicate ( )( ) 20.48 −= c cT T Tη η , 
which xzη  was mainly measured with a few percent contribution of zzη . It is seen that our prefactor of η  has 
a little larger value than Roobol et al’s prefactor. It is also mentioned that temperature dependences of the 
components xy↑η , xz↑η and zz↑η are 4T , 2T and 0T , respectively. These results have also been calculated by 
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us [10] at low temperatures by using Sykes et al’s [11] method, which are the same as those mentioned above. 
Roobol et al by using the method of temperature asymptotes obtained these temperature dependences, which 
are one order less than our results. However, in any case, these components are negligible in comparison to 
the normal component, ↓η . To calculate ↓η , by some method one should obtain singlet and triplet QSA. It is 
noted that s- approximation, s-p approximation, forward scattering approximation and so on [6,12] have been 
used to express the singlet and triplet QSA, although we here (and in [8,10]) have used Pfitzner procedure to 
calculate them. Of course, for a system as dense as He3  there is no physical reason to expect the contribution 
from higher partial waves in QSA to be negligible. Whereas in Pfitzner procedure, necessary conditions are 
established to explicitly construct exchange-symmetric scattering amplitudes by adding higher angular 
momentum components. In this procedure, a general polynomial expansion of the QSA is constructed. This 
expansion fully contains the s-p approximation as a special case (truncated expansion at 1k =  in Eq. (5)). 
Therefore Pfitzner procedure improves other mentioned approximations. Roobol et al [9] proposed 
( )( ) 20.473 c cT T Tη η −↓ =  based on Fermi liquid model. Presumably they used s-wave approximation in their 
calculations, whereas we use Pfitzner procedure. The minor discrepancy between our prefactor of η  and 
Roobol et al’s, 0.473, arises mainly from improving the calculation of singlet and triplet QSA via Pfitzner 
procedure by us. Anyway, by the method applied in this paper along with using Pfitzner procedure, we 
theoretically obtain 0.5 for prefactor of η . Furthermore, our result [10] of the shear viscosity obtained by 
using Sykes et al’s [11] method along with using Pfitzner procedure is nearly the same as the results of this 
paper.  
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